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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, let M = Cr (- l)iD2pJP, with each p, infinitely 
differentiable and non-negative, with p, > ci > 0, with p, > c, > 0, and with 
D = d/dx. We consider M on the interval [a, co), with a > 0. We say that a 
function f is M-Dirichlet if ( pi)l12Dif is in &[a, 00) for all i < N. The purpose 
of this paper is to study the number of linearly independent, M-Dirichlet 
solutions to the equation Mf = 0, and to relate this number to the rate of 
convergence of eigenfunction expansions associated with M. 
Define the DirichZet index of M to be the dimension of the set of M-Dirichlet 
solutions to Mf = 0. We show below that the Dirichlet index of M is always 
greater than or equal to N. We also show that in very general situations, when 
the coefficients of M are reasonably well-behaved, the Dirichlet index is exactly 
N, even though M may not be limit-N. (M is said to be limit-N if the dimension 
of the L, solutions to Mf = 0 is exactly N.) 
Define the Dirichlet norm 1) f Ilo 
llf IlD = cr ll( Pi)1’2w2* 
of an M-Dirichlet function f by 
The significance of the Dirichlet index is shown by the following: Suppose 
that, for some i, p,(x)/ x2i approaches infinity as x approaches infinity. Then (see 
Eastham [2]) any self-adjoint extension H of the minimal operator T,,(M) has a 
totally discrete spectrum and a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions. It 
will be shown that any f which is M-Dirichlet, and which has the proper bound- 
ary condition at a, will have the property that its expansion in eigenfunctions 
of H converges in Dirichlet norm, provided that M has Dirichlet index N and 
that H is a type of extension of T,,(M) we call a Dirichlet extension. (Most of 
the usual self-adjoint extensions are Dirichlet extensions.) This convergence 
result is not true unless M has Dirichlet index N. 
It is natural to wonder whether all M need have Dirichlet index N. The 
answer to this is not known. In all the examples known at present where M is 
not limit-N, M nevertheless has Dirichlet index N. 
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The study of the eigenfunction expansions for M-Dirichlet functions (which, 
of course, may not be in the domain of the maximal operator T,(M)) was 
studied by Hinton in [5]. The study of the Dirichlet index and its relationship 
to the eigenfunction expansions for M-Dirichlet functions is apparently new. 
In Hinton’s work, M is assumed to be limit-A? It turns out to be much easier 
to show that M has Dirichlet index N than that M is limit-N. Furthermore, as 
was stated earlier, M may fail to be limit-N and still have Dirichlet index N. 
Since p, is bounded away from 0, the Dirichlet index is less than or equal to the 
deficiency index. 
While the results and methods of this paper do not depend upon those of 
Hinton, the author was nevertheless guided by Hinton’s very interesting results. 
Furthermore, there is a good amount in Hinton’s paper that is not touched 
upon in this paper. 
1. GENERAL THEORY 
Notation 1.1. Cam denotes the functions in Cm which have compact support 
in (a, co). T,(M) and T,(M) denote respectively the minimal and maximal 
operators in &[a, a). llfllo d eno es t the Dirichlet norm of an M-Dirichlet 
functionf, given by llfllo = 2: // p~/2D~112, where I/ II denotes the usual norm in 
L,[a, co). (f, g)o denotes the Dirichlet innerproduct of two M-Dirichlet functions 
f and g, defined by 
D(f, g) denotes the Dirichlet form defined, when f tZN-r) and gtN-l’ are absolutely 
continuous, by the equation 
D(f, g)(x) - D(f, g)(u) + 5 j%(s) DY(4 D%(s) ds = 1% Mf (4 g(s) ds. 
0 a a 
B(f, g) denotes the Lagrange bilinear form associated with M. ( , ) denotes the 
usual inner product in &[a, 00). 
Remark 1.2. Recall the definition of the Friedrichs extension H of a sym- 
metric operator A such that (Af, f) > c(j, f) for some c > 0 and all f in the 
domain of A. The domain of H is the set of all z in the domain of A* such that, 
for some sequence yn in domain A, yn converges to z in the usual norm, and the 
yn are a Cauchy sequence in the norm defined by lly II1 = (Ay, y). H is the 
restriction of A* to this domain. H is a self-adjoint operator. (See Dunford and 
Schwartz [l], Section X11.5, for a further discussion of the Friedrichs extension.) 
Applying this definition to the restriction of M to Corn, we obtain the Friedrichs 
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extension of T,,(M). For y in Corn, integration by parts shows that /I y Ill = ]I y Ilo . 
Since the M-Dirichlet functions are complete under Dirichlet norm, we see 
that z is M-Dirichlet, and that yn converges to x in Dirichlet norm. Since each 
yn vanishes in a neighborhood of a, it is not difficult ro see that ,@(a) = 0 for 
i<N-1. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let f and g be in the domain of the Friedrichs extension H, of 
T,(M). Then (Mf, g) = (f, gjD . F ur th ey, as x approaches injkity, D(f, g)(x) 
approaches zero. 
Proof. Consider a sequence g, in Co=, with g, converging to g in Dirichlet 
norm. It is clear that (&If, g,J = (f, g,JD . Passing to the limit, we see that 
(Mf,g) = (f, g)o . By Remark 1.2 we see that D(f,g)(a) = 0. It follows that 
D(f,g)(x) approaches zero as x approaches infinity. 
Notation 1.4. Let D, be the set of all functions of form f + g, where g is in 
the domain of the Friedrichs extension HF of T,,(M) and f is a Cm compact 
support function (which need not vanish, together with its first N - 1 deriva- 
tives, at a). D, is clearly an N dimensional extension of the domain of HF. 
Define D, to be the set of all f in the domain of HF such that f (a) = f(l)(u) = 
... = f @“-i)(u) = 0. D, is clearly a 2N dimensional extension of D, . 
LEMMA 1.5. Let M,, denote the restriction of T,(M) to D, . Let Ml denote the 
restriction qf T,(M) to D, . Then Mj$ = Ml . 
Proof. Clearly, since the Friedrichs extension HF of T,,(M) is symmetric, 
and since B(f, g)(u) = 0 for all f and g in the domain of H, , it follows that 
B(f, g) vanishes at infinity, where B is the Lagrange bilinear form associated 
with M. From this, it follows from integration by parts that Ml C M$. 
On the other hand, since (Mf, f) > cz(f, f) for all f in Corn, it follows that 
T,,(M) has closed range and is therefore a Fredholm operator. (See Goldberg, 
[3], p. 103.) Thus M,, and M, are Fredholm operators. The Fredholm index 
of HF is 0, since HF is self-adjoint. Therefore the Fredholm index of MO is -N, 
and that of Ml is N, because an n-dimensional extension of a Fredholm operator 
increases the Fredholm index by n. But index M$ = -index M,, = N = 
index Ml . Since Ml _C M$, it follows that Mi = M$. 
Notation 1.6. A?’ will denote complex 2N dimensional space. QT will denote 
the operator taking the vector {a, , a2 ... azN) of K2N to the vector <ai ,..., aN) 
of KN, so that 7~ is the projection onto the first N coordinates. If f is in C2N-1 
(the complex-valued functions with 2N - 1 continuous derivatives), 3(x) 
denotes the vector in K2N such that fix) = (f(x),f(l)(x),...,f2N-l(x)). I,,, 
denotes the injection of KN into K2N, so that IN(<al ,..., aN)) = (a, ,..., aN , 
O,..., 0). If B is the Lagrange bilinear form, and D is the Dirichlet form (see 
Notation ].I), then B and b are defined by S(~(X), J(X)) = B(f, g)(x) and 
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fi( f(x), g(x)) = D(f, g)(z). Note that, from the definition of D, it follows that 
fi( 3 (4, &9) = a 3 (4, ~NQx4). 
DEFINITION 1.7. A subspace S of KzN will be said to be M-symmetric if 
&3(4, d(4) = 0 f or all f and g such thatf((a) and g(u) are in S. S will be said 
to be maximal M-symmetric if it is not properly contained in any M-symmetric 
subspace. S will be said to be M-Dirichlet if it is maximal M-symmetric and if, 
further, @3(a), g(u)) = 0 for allf and g such thatf(a) and g(a) are members 
of s. 
LEMMA 1.8. S is maximal M-symmetric if and only if S is M-symmetric and N 
dimensional. Further, H is a self-adjoint operator with M,, C H C Ml if and only if, 
for some maximal M-symmetric subspace S, the domain of H is the set of all f in D, 
such that f(a) is a member of S. 
Proof. Note that s(p(a), g(a)) = (A&a), &a)), where ( ,) denotes the dot 
product in K2N, and A is a linear transformation from K2N into itself. A is non- 
singular since, if 8(3(a), g(u)) = 0 for all g(a), it follows that 3(a) = 0. Thus 
the dimension of A(S) is the same as the dimension of S. If S is M-symmetric, 
A(S) must be perpendicular to S in K 2N. It follows that the dimension of S is N 
or less. 
However, given any M-symmetric subspace S, it is not difficult to see that the 
restriction of MI to the set of all f in D, such that 3(a) is in S is a symmetric 
operator. In fact, this follows immediately from the fact, shown in the proof of 
Lemma 1.5, that B(f, g) vanishes at infinity when f and g are in the domain of 
the Friedrichs extension HF of T,,(M). 
Let T denote the symmetric restriction of M, discussed above. Since the 
range of T,(M) is closed, and since T is a finite dimensional extension of T,(M), 
it follows that the range of T is closed. Therefore the deficiency indices of T 
are equal, and hence T has a self-adjoint extension H in &[a, a). But since 
H 3 M,, , it follows that H = H* C M$ = MI . It therefore is true that B(f, g) 
vanishes at infinity for all f and g in the domain of H. Hence, B(f, g)(u) = 0 
for all such f and g. Since MI 3 H 3 MO , the domain of H must be the set of 
all f in D, such thatf”( a is in some subspace S, of K2N. Since B(f, g)(u) = 0 for ) 
all f and g in the domain of H, it follows that S, is M-symmetric. Since H is self- 
adjoint, H has Fredholm index 0. Since M,, has Fredholm index -N, it follows 
that H is an N dimensional extension of M,, . Therefore the dimension of S, 
is N. 
We have just shown that the maximal M-symmetric subspaces are exactly 
those which are N dimensional. We have also shown that any self-adjoint 
operator H such that M,, C H C MI is precisely the restriction of M, to the set of 
all f such that f( a is in S, for some maximal M-symmetric subspace S. The ) 
lemma is proved. 
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DEFINITION 1.9. An operator H such that M,, C H C MI is called an M- 
Dirichlet extension of T,(M) if the domain of H is the set of allfin D, such that 
f(a) is in S, where S is an M-Dirichlet subspace of K2N. 
LEMMA 1.10. Suppose that H is an M-Dirichlet extension of T,(M). Then H 
is self-adjoint, and for any f and g in the domain of H, (Hf, g) = (f, g)D. 
Proof. H is self-adjoint by Lemma 1.8. That (Hf, g) = (f, g)n follows from 
integration by parts, using the fact that D(f, g) vanishes at infinity when f and g 
are in D, . 
THEOREM 1 .l 1. Let H be an M-Dirichlet extension of T,,(M). Then H is 
positive definite and every f in the domain of Hli2 has the property that f is M- 
Dirichlet and that, if S is the Dirichlet subspace associated with H and r is the 
projection of K2N onto the first N coordinates, (f(a), f (l)(a),..., f (N-1)(a)) is a 
member of 76. Further, 11 f IID = 11 H112f 11. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.10, (Hf, f) = //f/l;, for all f in the domain of H. Thus 
H is positive definite, Hll2 exists, and (Hf, f) = II H1/2fj12 = j/f 11: for all f in 
the domain of H. Clearly, for any such f, ~$(a) is in rS. Thus, for f in the 
domain of H, the conclusions of the theorem are obvious. 
Let f be a member of the domain of H1J2. Then there is a sequence fn in the 
domain of H such that II H112(fn - f)ll converges to zero. (Hence, in particular, 
fil converges to f.) (F or example, fn may be taken to be P,( f ), where P, is the 
spectral projection for H corresponding to the interval [0, n].) It follows that 
H1’2fn is a Cauchy sequence in L,[a, co). Since /I Hlj2(fn - fin)11 = /I fn - fm llD , 
it follows that f% is a Cauchy sequence in Dirichlet norm. The M-Dirichlet 
functions are complete, so fn converges to some M-Dirichlet g in Dirichlet norm. 
However, since convergence in Dirichlet norm implies convergence in L, norm, 
it folbws that f = g and hence f is M-Dirichlet. Since II Hli2f, II = II fn llo , 
we may pass to the limit and find that 11 H1izf II = I/f IIo . 
Since )I fn -f IID converges to zero, it follows that DNfn converges to DNf in 
L,[a, co). (Recall that p, > cl > 0.) Since fn and DNfn converge in L,[a, co), 
it is not difficult to see that Difn converges uniformly to Dif on compact sub- 
intervals, for any i < A? In particular, D”fJa) converges to Dif(a). Since 
7&(a) is in rrS, it follows that (f(a), f (r)(a),.., f”-‘(a)) is in Z-S. The theorem 
is proved. 
Remark 1.12. We have just shown that any M-Dirichlet extension H of 
T”(M) has the property that the domain of HII2 is contained in the set of M- 
Dirichlet functions f with (f(u), f(l)(a),..., f(N-l)(a)) in wS. We shall soon 
examine the equality of these sets. 
THEOREM 1.13. Mf = 0 has exactly N linearly independent solutions in D, . 
Thus, in particular, the Dirichlet index of M is at least N. 
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Proof. Hr , the Friedrichs extension of T,,(M), is positive definite and self- 
adjoint. Thus it is surjective. Mr is an N dimensional extension of Hr . Therefore 
Mr has an N dimensional null space. The theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 1.14. Suppose that H is an M-Dirichlet extension of To(M). Let Q 
be the set of M-DirichZet functions f with (f(a), f (l)(a),..., f (N-l)(a)) in T&, z&w-e 
S is the M-Dirichlet subspace of KzN associated with H. Suppose that M has 
Dirichlet index N. Then the domain of H1jz equals Q. 
Proof. We know that the domain of H1j2 is contained in Q, by Theorem 1.11. 
Since, by the same theorem, 11 Hl’“fII = II f llo for all f in the domain of H1j2, 
and since H1/2 has a continuous inverse, it follows that the domain of HI/2 is a 
closed subspace of Q in Dirichlet norm. Thus, if the domain of H112 is unequal 
to Q, there is a g in Q which is orthogonal to the domain of H1j2 in the Dirichlet 
inner product. In particular, (f, g)n = 0 for all f in the domain of H. 
Suppose that f is in Com(a, co). Then 0 = (f,g)D = (Mf, g). (The last 
equality follows from integration by parts.) Therefore g is orthogonal in L,[a, co) 
to the range of T,,(M). It follows that g is in the null space of T,,(M)* = T,(M). 
Consider the subspace R of the domain of H consisting of Cm compact support 
functions f with 3( a in S. If f is in R, D(f, g)(a) = D( f(a), I,,,xg(a)) = 0. ) 
This is seen by observing that, since g is in Q, &a) is in rrS. 
Therefore (Mf, g) = D(f, g)(a) + (f, g)n = 0. Thus R(J; g)(a) = (Mf, g) - 
(f, Mg) = 0 for all f in R. Recall that B(f,g)(a) = (&(a), &a)), with A non- 
singular. Thus g(a) is orthogonal to A(S) in the dot product on KzN. But since S 
is N dimensional, this means that A(S) is the orthogonal complement of S. It 
follows that g(a) is a member of S. Since S is M-Dirichlet, we see that 
Dk, g)(a) = 0. 
However, since M has Dirichlet index N, it follows from Lemma 1.13 that 
all M-Dirichlet solutions to Mh = 0 are actually in D, . Therefore, D(g, g) 
also vanishes at infinity. Integrating by parts shows that 0 = (Mg, g) = 11 g 11; . 
Thus g = 0, and domain H1l2 = Q. 
The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1.15. Suppose the Dirichlet index of M is N, and that Hr is the 
Priedrichs extension of T,(M). Then the domain of Hkj2 is exactly the set of M- 
Dirichlet functions f such that f(a) = f’(a) = a*. = f (N-l)(a) = 0. 
Remark 1.16. We shall, in Section 2, show that the Dirichlet index of M 
is very frequently N. In fact, no examples are yet known where it is not N. 
Nevertheless, it seems quite possible that, for large classes of equations with 
poorly behaved coefficients, the Dirichlet index is larger than N. If such M 
exist, the results of the preceding theorem cannot hold for these M, as the 
next result shows. 
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THEOREM 1.17. If the Dirichlet index of M is greater than N, then, for every 
M-Dirichlet extension H of T,(M), the domain of Hlj2 is a proper subset of Q, 
where Q is the set of M-Dirichlet functions f with (f(a), f (l)(a),..., f tN-l)(a)) in A’, 
and S is the M-Dirichlet subspace of KzN associated with H. 
Proof. If the Dirichlet index of M is greater than N, there exists at least one 
non-trivial M-Dirichlet function g such that Mg = 0 and &a) is a member 
of S, because the subspace 5’ is N dimensional and the set of M-Dirichlet 
solutions has dimension greater than N. For such a g, we have, for any elementf 
of Co=, 0 = (Mg,f) = (g,f)D 
But, if h is in the domain of the Friedrichs extension HF of T,,(M), there is a 
sequence h, of Corn functions such that I/ Hk’2(h - h,)lI converges to zero. (This 
was discussed in Remark 1.2.) Therefore, in particular, this holds for any h in 
D, _ In other words, the Coffi functions are dense in D, in Dirichlet norm. 
(11 Hij2f /I = Ilf IID when f is in the domain of Hk’2, by Theorem 1.11.) Since 
(g, h,Jo = 0, it follows that (g, h)D = 0 for any h in D, . 
However, any f in the domain of H may be written f = h + oi, where h is 
in D, and 01 is a Cot compact support function with &(a) in S. But (Mg, CX) = 
(g, 01)~ = 0, as we see by integrating by parts and using the fact that, since &(a) 
is in S, D(g, a)(a) = 0. Since we showed above that (g, h)o = 0, it follows 
that g is orthogonal in the Dirichlet inner product to the domain of H. 
However, if f is in the domain of H112, there is a sequence fn in the domain 
of H such that I/ H1j2(f - fn)il converges to zero. (For example, let fn = P,f, 
where P, is the spectral projection for H corresponding to the interval [0, n].) 
By Theorem 1.11, we see that lif - fn Ijo converges to zero. Since (g, fJD = 0, 
it follows that (g, f)D = 0. Thus g is orthogonal to the domain of H112 in the 
Dirichlet inner product. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1.18. If the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator H is discrete, then 
H has a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors. Thus it is of considerable 
interest, for a differential expression M, to know when it is true that every 
self-adjoint extension of T,,(M) has a totally discrete spectrum. Results of 
Eastham [2] and of Hinton and Lewis [5] give quite general sufficient conditions 
on the coefficients of M which guarantee that this occurs. 
THEOREM 1.19. Suppose that M has Dirichlet index N, and that H is an 
M-Dirichlet extension of T,,(M). Supp ose, in addition, that the spectrum of H is 
discrete. Let f be an M-Dirichlet function such that (f(a), f (l)(a),..., f cN-l)(a)) is irs 
rrS, where S is the M-Dirichlet subspace of K2N associated with H. Let f = C,” c, fn 
be the expansion off in terms of eigenfunctions of H. Then /If - Cy cnfn llD 
converges to zero as m approaches infinity. (In other words, the eigenfunction expan- 
sion converges in Dirichlet norm.) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.14, f is in the domain of HI/z. Thus // lW2(f --CT cnfn)ll 
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converges to zero as m approaches infinity. However, by Theorem 1 .l 1, 
II H”% II = l/g IID f or any g in the domain of IPla. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1.20. A completely analogous statement about the spectral decom- 
position follows in the same way in the case where the spectrum is not discrete. 
Remark 1.21. Convergence of the eigenfunction expansion in Dirichlet 
norm implies uniform convergence on compact subintervals for the first N - 1 
derivatives of the expansion. To see this, note that p, > E > 0, and hence 
convergence in Dirichlet norm implies that the Nth derivatives converge in 
L,[a, co). This fact, together with the L, convergence of the expansion, implies 
the L, convergence of all derivatives of order up to N. This, in turn, implies 
uniform convergence on compact subintervals. 
THEOREM 1.22. Let M have Dirichlet index greater than N. Suppose that the 
spectrum of every self-adjoint extension of T,,(M) is discrete. Let H be an M- 
Dirichlet extension of T,(M), and let S be the M-Dirichlet subspace of KzN as- 
sociated with H. Then there exists an M-Dirichlet function f, with (f(a), f (l)(a),..., 
f tN-l)(a)) in nS, such that the esgenfunction expansion for f in terms of eigenfunc- 
tions of H does not converge in Dirichlet norm. 
Proof. Since 11 H1lzf // = 11 f IIo for f in the domain of H1/2, and since the 
domain of Hli2 is therefore complete under Dirichlet norm, it follows from the 
fact that each eigenfunction of His in the domain of H1J2 that the eigenfunction 
expansion for f cannot converge in Dirichlet norm unless f is the domain of 
Hr/2. The conclusion then follows from Theorem 1.17. 
LEMMA 1.23. Let M have Dirichlet index N. Then D, is the set of all functions 
f such that f is M-Dirichlet and Mf is in L,[a, CO). 
Proof. MI , the restriction of M to D, , is surjective, since the Friedrichs 
extension of T,,(M) is surjective. MI has nullity N, by Theorem 1.13. It follows 
that the restriction of T,(M) to a larger subspace than D, must have a larger 
nullity than N. In particular, if D, were properly contained in the set W of 
M-Dirichlet functions f such that Mf is in L,[a, CO), the restriction of T,(M) 
to W would have nullity greater than N. The Dirichlet index of M would there- 
fore be greater than N. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1.24. The conclusion of the preceding theorem is obviously false 
if M has Dirichlet index greater than N, since the nullity of MI is N. 
THEOREM 1.25. If M has Dirichlet index N, H is an M-Dirichlet extension 
of T,(M) if and only if, for some M-Dirichlet subspace S of K2N, His the restriction 
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of T,(M) to the set of all M-Dirichlet functions f such that Mf is in L,[a, CO) and 
f(a) is in S. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.23. 
2. CALCULATION OF THE DIRICHLET INDEX 
LEMMA 2.1. Let q be twice continuously d@rentiable and positive on [a, a), 
with a > 0. Suppose that, for some c < $ , q” +- cq/x2 3 0. Suppose that q’ is 
bounded below, and that f and qf’ are in L,[a, co). Then qf/x is also in L,[a, CO). 
Proof. Let L( f) = qf’. W e need to examine some properties of L. 
Iff is in C,,m, 2 Re(Lf, f) = -(f, q’f). Since q’ is bounded below, -(f, q’f) < 
2K(f, f) for some positive real K. Therefore, 2 Re((L - K - l)f, f) < -2(f, f) 
for f in Corn. From this, it follows that T,,(L - K - 1) has closed range. 
We wish to show that L - K - 1 is limit-point. (See Kauffman [6], Defini- 
tion 1.8.) Since T,,(L - K - 1) has closed range, this will occur if nullity 
T,(L-~-l)+nullityT,(L+-~-l)=1.([6],Lemma1.9)IfL-~-l 
is limit-point, then any function in the domain of T,(L - K - 1) differs only 
by a C” compact support function from an element of the domain of T,(L - 
K- 1). (M, L emma 1 .ll.) Since the domain of T,,(L - K - 1) is the same 
as that of T,(L), and since the domain of T,(L - K - 1) is the same as that 
of T,(L), it follows that, ifL - K - 1 is limit-point, any function in the domain 
of T,(L) differs only by a Cot compact support function from an element of the 
domain of T,(L). 
It is clear from direct computation, however, that the equationLf = (K + l)f 
has no solution in L,[a, co). Thus L - K - 1 is limit-point. Hence, to show 
that qf/x is in L,[a, a) for all f in the domain of T,(L), we need only to show 
that qf/x is in L,[a, 00) for all f in the domain of T,,(L). 
If c < t , -Dx2D - c is disconjugate on [a, co), because two different real 
powers of x satisfy the equation (-DxzD - c)g = 0. Therefore, the expression 
(q/x)(-Dx2D - c)(q/x) = -Dq2D - cq2/x2 - qq” is also disconjugate. It 
follows that ((-Dq2D - cq2/x2 - qq”)g, g) > 0 for all g in Csm and all c < 4 . 
By one of the hypotheses of the theorem, q” + cq/x2 > 0 for some c < 4 . 
If c < ci < 2, with cg = ci - c, it follows that 
(--Dq2?A?7 A9 3 ((PQ” + W2/X2k~ 33 3 C2W/X2k~ d (1) 
for all g in Corn. 
Suppose that f is in the domain of T,,(L). There is a sequence fn of functions 
in Corn with fn converging to f and Lf,, converging to Lf. But /lLfn 112 = 
(-Dq2Dfs , f,J. Using equation (1) and passing to the limit, we see that qflx is 
in L,[a, co). The theorem is proved. 
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Notation 2.2. Let V denote the class of functions j which have the following 
property: For any g such that g is absolutely continuous and g, g’ and jg’ are 
inL,[a, co), with a > 0, it is also true that jg/x is inL,[a, co). 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that j = g + h, where h is bounded and where g has 
the following properties: 
(a) g is twice continuously daflerentiable and pos.tive on [a, 03). 
(b) g’ is bounded below. 
(c) for some c < 4 , g” + cg/x2 > 0 on some interval [b, co). 
Then jis a member of V. 
Prooj. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let j be in V. The reach of j is defined to be the largest 
positive integer j such that j/ xi is in V for all i < j - 1. If there is no largest 
such integer, the reach of j is defined to be infinity. If j is not in V, the reach of 
j is defined to be zero. 
LEMMA 2.5. If k is less than or equal to the reach of j, and ifg(“), g, and jg(“) 
are in &[a, co), it follows that jg/x” is in &[a, co). 
Proof. If g and g(“) are in &[a, w), then g(i) is in &[a, w) for any i less 
than k. The conclusion follows immediately. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that j is any twice continuously dz$ferentiable junction 
such that j” is either non-negative or non-positive on some interval [b, 03). Suppose 
that j is bounded below. Then j is in V. 
Proof. If j” is eventually non-negative, we show that j + K is in V, where 
K is a real number which is large enough that j + K is positive. (j + K)’ is 
bounded below. Hence j + K is in V, be Lemma 2.1. It follows that j is in V. 
If, however, j” is eventually non-positive, it follows that j’ is eventually non- 
negative, since j is bounded below. Thus j’ is bounded. The conclusion follows 
immediately. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that j is a $nite real linear combination of junctions of 
form g(x) ehCz), where g and h are finite sums of real multiples of real powers of x. 
Suppose that f is non-negative. Then f llz is in V, and the reach off II2 is infinity. 
Proof. Since f/x” is another function of the same type, it is obvious that 
the reach of f1/2 is infmity provided that f II2 is in V for every f of the type 
described. 
However, it is clear that (jr/2)” does not change sign on some interval [b, 00). 
The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.6. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. Let M = C,” (-l>iDipiDi, with each p, non-negative. 
The span Si of pi’” is the set of all integers k such that K is in [i - j, i], where j 
is the reach of pi/s. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let M = xi (-l>iD”p,D$, with each pi in Cm and non- 
negative. Suppose that p, > c1 > 0, andp, > c2 > 0. Let Si be the span of p:‘“. 
(See De$nition 2.8.) Suppose that, f or each i, the followilzg property holds: For each 
0 < k < i, p:12/xi-” < K(&e(k)p:/2/~+k) + Z, where K and Z are positive 
real numbers, and where or(k) denotes the set of all j such that k is in Sj . Then M 
has Dirichlet index N. 
Remark 2.10. If each p, ‘I2 has reach greater than or equal to i, the hypotheses 
of the theorem obviously hold. Lemma 2.7 provides many examples where 
this is the case. However, even if reach ( pi)r12 is less than i, the slack may be 
picked up by p, , or by some larger j such that k is in Sj . For example, if M is 
fourth order, p, = ex, p, = hx” with h bounded and non-negative, and p, = 1, 
M satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. This also occurs if p, = 1, p, = hxm 
with h bounded and non-negative, and p, = ex. 
Remark 2.11. If each pi is a finite sum of real multiples of real powers of x, 
and pi is non-negative for each i, with p, and p, bounded away from zero, M 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, by Lemma 2.7. Not all such expressions 
are limit-N. (See Kauffman [6].) Thus the Dirichlet index may be N when the 
deficiency index is greater than N. 
Remark 2.12. The following lemma is needed for the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
Although it is presumably known, a proof will be included for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let h be a monotonically increasing function of x, which is 
positive and which approaches injnity as x approaches inJinity. Let g be in L,[a, co). 
Let /3(x) = (l/h(x)) jz h(s)g(s) ds. Then /3(x) approaches xero as x approaches 
in$nity. 
Proof. Let c > 0. Find J such that JJ” 1 h(s)1 ds < c/2. Then, for any x > J, 
1% I h(s) &I ds \< j” I 44 &)I ds + 6 I 4) g(4l ds a a 
-=c h(J) II g IL + W)42. 
Thus ,9(x) is eventually less than c. The proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Consider the Dirichlet form 
N i-l 
505/31/I-Q 
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Note that, if there is an M-Dirichlet solution to Mf = 0 withf(“)(a) = 0 for 
all 0 < K < N - 1, integration by parts shows that O(f, f)(x) + 
J;x:, 1 p;‘“D”f I2 = 0. Integrating this relation N times from a to x, we see 
that I hNW, f)l > cxN, where 1,i denotes the definite integral from a to x 
repeated j times, and c is a positive constant. We shall show directly, however, 
that, for 0 < i < N and 0 <j < i - 1, 1 Iz”((Dip,D’f)(Di-j-lJ))I is eventually 
less than bxN for any positive real number b. This shows that there is no such 
M-Dirichlet solution f. It follows immediately that M has Dirichlet index N. 
We first prove by induction on n that, for all k < i - n and n < i - 1, 
1 I;+‘((D”piD’f)(D”l’))/ = o(xi-“). 
If n = 0, we need to prove that 1 12((piDif)(Dy))l = o(&~). Since f is M- 
Dirichlet, f and DNf are in &[a, co). It follows that Dif is in &.[a, co) for all 
0 <i < N. The hypotheses of the theorem guarantee that ( pi/2/~i-k) Dy is in 
L2[u, 00). Thus (p$Dy)(Dy) = xi+g, where g is in &[a, co). Lemma 2.12 
shows that II,1(xi-kg)I = o(xiBk). W e ave h p roved the statement for n = 0. 
Suppose that the statement is true for all n < m < i - 1. Integration by 
parts shows that 
Since k < i - (m+ l), k+ 1 < i - m. Thus the induction hypothesis may be used 
to show that I I,““((D”zpiD”;f)(D”))j = o(x~-~) and 1 I,““((Dmp,Dif)(Dk+‘f))I= 
o(~i-~--l). It follows that ] I,“‘“((D”piDy)Of)(D~+lj)] = 0(x”-“). The induction step 
is completed. 
The theorem now follows immediately from the fact that if h = 0(x’), 
I>(h) = 0(x7+1). 
Note. Since the writing of this paper, the author has learned of a good dea1 
of additional work which is related to the Dirichlet index. For the convenience 
of the reader, a brief guide to some of this work will be given in the next few 
paragraphs. 
Hinton (J. Austral. Math. Sot. 22 (1976)) has discovered a very interesting 
connection of the Dirichlet index with oscillation theory. He proved that the 
statement that DI(M) = N is equivalent to the assertion that a solution is 
principal if and only if it is coprincipal. This assertion has in turn been studied 
by Ahlbrandt (IZZinois J. M&h. 20 (1976)) who d iscusses what this assertion 
means in the context of self-adjoint differential systems, giving a number of 
assertions which are equivalent to the statement that a solution is principal if 
and only if it is coprincipal. 
Also, in PYOC. Royal Sot. Edinburgh A (to appear), Hinton has considerably 
simplified and extended his results of (4). A mong other results, he shows that the 
convergence results of Section 1 go through if the deficiency index of M is N. 
In one sense, this is less general than our (later) results, which use the Dirichlet 
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index. In another sense, however, it is more general, because it allows coefficients 
which are “somewhat negative.” 
In addition to Hinton’s work, the Dirichlet index has been studied in the 
context of the problem Mu = ATu. A number of these results are very in- 
teresting even in the case studied in this paper where T is the identity. This 
work has been done by Ake Pleijel and his students, and by A. D. Niessen. 
Ake Pleijel and his students (especially C. Bennewitz and B. Karlsson) have 
developed a theory of the Dirichlet index which shows that it behaves in many 
respects like the usual deficiency index. This theory appears to be quite useful 
in a wide variety of situations. See, for example, A. Pleijel (J. Indian Math. 
Sot. 34 (1970)), C. Bennewitz (Ark. Math. 15 (1977)) and B. Karlsson (J. London 
Math. sot. 9 (1974)). 
Also, A. D. Niessen (Lecture Notes in Mathematics No. 280, Berlin, Springer- 
Verlag, (1974)) has proved a striking result which, in our context, asserts that 
DI(M) can never be 2N under our hypotheses about M. C. Bennewitz (PYOC. 
Royal Sot. Edinburgh A 78 (1977)) has given a generalization and simpler proof 
of this result. 
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